MARGINAL CHOICE

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Gelding - Foaled April 24, 2022 - Registration #4J63
Microchip #985141001415142

Consigned by: Farrier's Acres Agent, Arcola, IL
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Stake Engagements

By AMIGO RANGER 1:52.3f, BT 1:50.4f ($295,889). Sire of 3 in 2:00 including FIRST GUNNER 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 1:56.2h ($133,031); CR BLAZE 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:57.4f, BT 1:56.2f ($104,296); CR VALENTINE 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:57.3f, BT 1:57.0f ($84,522); RED NECK SIOUX 3, 2:02.3f, BT 2:00.3f ($18,757) etc.

1st dam

MERRYBERRY HANOVER 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:59.4f, BT 1:59.2f

MARGARITA MARY 2nd dam

MERRYBERRY HANOVER by 1st dam

By AMIGO RANGER

MARGINAL CHOICE (m, Broadway Hall) 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:59.4f, BT 1:59.2f

MARGARITA MARY 2nd dam

MERRYBERRY HANOVER

MARGARITA MARY (m, Sebastian K S) 2, 1:58.3f, BT 1:58.1f ($187,337)

MAYBERRY 3rd dam

MARGARITA MARY

Maryann Caviar (f, Dgs Caviar). Now 2.

MAJOLICA HANOVER

MIMOSA HANOVER (m, Muscle Massive) 3, 1:56.2h, 3:55.2f, BT 1:56.3f ($295,989). Sire of 3 in 2:00 including FIRST GUNNER 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 1:56.2h ($133,031); CR BLAZE 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:57.4f, BT 1:56.2f ($104,296); CR VALENTINE 2, 2:05.2h, 3, 1:57.3f, BT 1:57.0f ($84,522); RED NECK SIOUX 3, 2:02.3f, BT 2:00.3f ($18,757) etc.

1st dam

MERRYBERRY HANOVER by BAR HOPPING 3, 1:51.4f, First foal.

2nd dam

MARGARITA MARY 2, Q1:59.4f, 3, 1:54.2s, 1:53.0f ($288,031) 17 wins, by ANDOVER HALL 3, 1:51.3. At 4, winner of Lifetime Dream Trotting Series leg (twice) at Woodbine. As aged, winner of Open (twice) at Pocono Downs; third in Open at Pocono Downs. From 8 foals, including a two-year-old of 2023, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:56) including-

MIMOSA HANOVER (m, Muscle Massive) 3, 1:55.0f, BT 1:54.1f ($92,121) 7 wins. At 3, winner of PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows; Clearfield, PASS div at Gratz; third in PASS div (twice). At 3, winner of PASS div (7 times) ; second in PA Fair S. div at Washington Park.

Maryann Caviar (f, Dgs Caviar). Now 2.

3rd dam

PACIFIC PHOTO 2, 1:58.2f, BT 1:57.3z ($96,470) 3 wins, by S JS PHOTO 1:53.0. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows; second in Keystone Classic S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at Pocono Downs. At 3, winner of PASS div at Pocono Downs; second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, PASS div at The Meadows; third in PASS final at The Meadows. From 14 foals, dam of 11 winners (1 in 1:54, 5 in 1:56, 8 in 1:58) including-

MARGARITA MARY (m, Andover Hall) 2, Q1:59.4f, 3, 1:54.2s, 1:53.0f ($288,031) 17 wins. As Above.

BOLD FRESH (g, Cantab Hall) 2, Q2:00.3f, 3, 1:57.2f, 1:55.3f, BT 1:55.0f ($265,162) 55 wins. At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div at The Meadows. At 4, second in Open at Plainridge; third in Open (twice) at Plainridge.

MAYBERRY (m, Kadabra) 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:55.2s, BT 1:54.1s ($207,363) 3 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Gold leg at Rideau Carleton; second in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Mid Summer Consolation cons at Mohawk; third in Champlain S. div at Mohawk. At 3, winner of Canadian Breeders Ch. elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold leg at Grand River, leg at Mohawk; third in Canadian Breeders Ch. final at Mohawk, ON SBOA S. elim at Mohawk, ONSS Gold leg (twice). Dam of AUNT BEE 3, 1:53.3f- '22 ($145,270); Memorial May. Now 3 etc.

MANHATTAN UP NO ICE (g, Andover Hall) 2, 2:06.2h, 3, 1:53.1h, 4, 1:55.0f, BT 1:54.4f ($187,337) 22 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div (3 times); second in PASS div (4 times); third in PASS div (twice); At 3, winner of PASS div (7 times); second in PA Fair S. div at Clearfield, PASS div at Gratz; third in PASS div (5 times).

DRINKSFORTHEHOUSE (g, Conway Hall) 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:54.1s ($159,518) 19 wins. At 2, second in NYSS div (twice); third in Late Closer #20 leg at The Red Mile, NYSS div at Monticello. At 3, third in NY Excel Series A div at Saratoga Harness.

PACIFIC EDGE (m, Andover Hall) 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:56.2f, BT 1:54.3f ($94,835) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Kindergarten Classic Series leg at Tioga Downs; Reynolds S. div at Pocono Downs; second in Kindergarten Classic Series leg and final, PASS div (4 times); third in Kindergarten Classic Series leg (twice) at Tioga Downs, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Tioga Downs. Dam of ADARE CASTLE 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:52.4s, 4, 1:52.0s- '23 ($993,152); MISS MUSCLE 2, Q2:00.3s, 3, 1:58.3h, 4, 1:54.0f, BT 1:53.3f ($250,817); STARSAMONG 3, 1:55.0f, 4, 1:53.4f, BT 1:53.2f ($134,804); PACIFIC MARGAUX 3, 1:58.3f, 1:57.2h, BT 1:56.3f ($91,114) etc.

TRAVELIN TOM (g, Andover Hall) 4, 1:56.3, BT 1:56.2 ($58,270) 9 wins.

MISS PRIM (m, Conway Hall) 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:57.2f, BT Q1:55.3s ($36,780) 3 wins. At 2, winner of NY Excel Series A div (twice); second in NY Excel Series A div at Yonkers; third in NY Excel Series A div at Yonkers. At 3, winner of NY Excel Series A div at Tioga Downs; second in NY Excelsior A Series div at Saratoga Harness; third in NY Excel Series A div at Historic Track. Dam of Jammin Jamin. Now 2 etc.

VERTICAL TAKEOFF (m, Broadway Hall) 2, 2:07.4h, 3, 1:59.4f, BT 1:59.2f ($198,868) 5 wins. At 2, winner of PASS div at Washington Park; second in PA Fair S. div at Wattsburg; third in PA Fair S. div (twice). At 3, winner of PA Fair S. div (twice), PASS div at Waynesburg; second in PA Fair S. div at Dayton; third in PA Fair S. div (twice).

Stake Engagements